ISDA in Review is a monthly compendium of links to new documents, research papers, press releases and comment letters from the Association.

MOST VIEWED
- Greek Sovereign CDS webpage
- Credit Event – The Hellenic Republic (Greece) webpage
- ISDA, AFME, BBA response to first ESMA Discussion Paper on EMIR Industry response

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
- Agenda for ISDA’s 27th Annual General Meeting Chicago, April 30-May 2

ISDA / S&P INDICES
- S&P Indices, ISDA Launch Two New CDS Indices Measuring the Credit Quality of U.S. and European Finance Sectors Press Release

PUBLIC POLICY
- Joint response to ESMA consultation on delegated acts for Regulation on Short Selling and CDS Comment letter to ESMA
- ISDA statement on CFTC final rule on Customer Clearing Documentation, Timing of Acceptance for Clearing, and Clearing Member Risk Management Statement
- ISDA Dodd-Frank Documentation Initiative Market Education Call Listen to the March 22 call and see the accompanying slide presentation (login to Members Portal required)

PROTOCOLS
- Muni Protocol webpage

MARKET INFRASTRUCTURE
- Final IRS, Credit and Equity Derivatives Matrix and Legend published (Standardisation Q2 2011) G20 Objectives

ISLAMIC FINANCE
- IIFM and ISDA Launch Mubadalatul Arbaah (MA)Profit Rate Swap (PRS) Product Standard Press Release

DETERMINATIONS COMMITTEE
Visit derivatiViews for commentary from the ISDA executive office, and media.comment for insights on mainstream business and financial media coverage of the derivatives industry.

ISDA In Review from previous months can be found at http://www2.isda.org/newsroom/isda-in-review/

Please direct comments and questions about ISDA In Review to Kevin Leech at kleech@isda.org
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